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ln the l84O*, Eta Cornue brightened io rival Sirius, then faded. Today v/e see a marginally
binary with uu expanding,very dusty bipolar Homunculus. The energetics o[the
ejected mass (>l2to 40 solar masses at 500-700 knVs plus outer bullets/strings up to
knVs} approach that ofosupernova. Extragalactic SNaorveys detect near-supernovae thought
to be
	 the Great Eruption nf the lQ40u.Eta Carinae presents an abundance of puzzles: rich
in N, but 1/I001htbu solar  and ()abundances; Ti. V, Sr, 8u persist io atomic states.... yet
uo abundance of molecules and dust exists in the Homunculus. How did molecules and dust
form with low C and U? A near supernova occurred in the l840m, yet both binary
companions , with total mass > 120 solar masses, survive in u very eccentric orbit. What is
the near future of this system: a GRB? a SN? or just two WR stars that ultimately become
two 8No? These and other puzzles will bcpresented.
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